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S U BS TANC E
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The Sea Ray L-Class ushered in a new era, one in which luxury comes without
tradeoff and customer service extends beyond a transaction to a relationship.
Each L-Class yacht delivers superior livability, effortless performance and
striking beauty—the marriage of substance and style that can only come from
Sea Ray, boating’s most awarded brand. The L650 perfectly embodies the
tenets of the L-Class philosophy, demonstrating just how exquisite boating
can be when all the elements align.
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CONNECT
W IT H T H E

MOMENT
It’s amazing how so much space brings everyone
together. The L650 is designed to underscore the
beauty of connection. Every surface and finish has
been hand-selected for maximum aesthetic and
sensory enjoyment, from the solid-surface countertops
to the available teak flooring to the soft-touch
upholsteries. Every stitch, every beautifully
sculpted edge contributes to an overwhelming sense
of quality, precision and luxury. Every zone of
the boat, from the inviting foredeck lounge to the
generous cockpit, works in your favor.
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A RR I VE

AT TH E

JO U R NEY

Your boat should never pull you out of the moment, whether that
moment entails cooking or feasting, resting or reveling, basking in
the sun or savoring the shade. The L650’s spacious, integrated salon
joins seamlessly with the galley, cockpit and swim platform beyond,
encouraging smooth transition from one area to the next. Dissolved
are the barriers that limit activity by room; instead, the entire yacht
becomes the social hub.
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ENTERTA INING
MAD E

EFFORT LE S S
The L650 turns you into the consummate host, making it easy to ensure
every guest’s comfort and enjoyment—without ever detracting from
your own. A convenient, well-equipped galley overlooks the sunlit salon,
so grabbing a refill never breaks the conversation. An open cockpit
dining area promotes meals al fresco with a soundtrack provided by
the sea—or the Bose® Soundbar stereo, if you and your guests prefer.
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COMFORTS
OF

HOME
Aesthetics and functionality combine to enhance
the L650’s livability. The full-beam, midship
master stateroom with en suite head, as well as two
guest heads and three additional staterooms,
can all be customized to suit your preferences.
Enjoy thoughtful touches like a rain shower, vessel
sink and vanity in the master suite, cedar-lined
closets, and elegant wood flooring. Signature
amenities include entertainment centers with Bose®
Soundbar and Blu-ray™ players, a well-appointed
galley, and dedicated storage solutions that take
good care of everything you bring onboard.
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SPECIAL FEATURES

OVERALL LENGTH
WITH EXTENDED
SWIM PLATFORM

>	>Relaxed, natural social zones include

65'1"
19.84 M

a convenient galley that overlooks
an enormous living area for effortless
entertaining

BEAM

17'2" / 5.23 M

DRAFT (INBOARDS)

61"/ 155 CM

create an open transition between the salon

DRY WEIGHT (INBOARDS)

73,500 LB / 33,339 KG

and cockpit

DEAD RISE

16 º

WASTE CAPACITY

100 GAL / 379 L

>	>A four-pane salon door and flush threshold

>	>Full-beam master suite features
contemporary organization systems and
an incredible master head with vanity
>	>Three richly appointed guest staterooms

1,030

ga l

3, 899 l

280

ga l

1,060 l

4

staterooms

provide comfortable friend and family
accommodations
>	>An integral hydraulic swim platform with
concealed swim ladder allows for natural
water interaction

PERFORMS

L IK E A

>	>Amenities in the salon include a home

DREAM

theater system with a 40-inch flatscreen
LED Smart TV

Precision and power inspire confidence on the L650, where unsurpassed
maneuverability and performance come courtesy of standard twin
Caterpillar® diesel engines, available joystick controls and a state-of-the-art
navigation system. Available Seakeeper® gyroscopic stabilizers counter
wave-induced motion, keeping lateral movement to a blissful minimum.

E XT E R IO R

M A IN L E V E L

L OWE R L E V E L
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THE COMPLETE L-CLASS LINEUP
Prepare to change the way you look at luxury forever.
Meet the L-Class, Sea Ray’s all new, full line of luxury yachts.

S E A R AY. C O M / L - C L A S S

BOATING INDUSTRY

EXCELLENCE IN
CUSTOMER SATISFACTION

®

THE MOST
EDITOR’S CHOICE
AWARDS

HIGHEST RATINGS FROM

CERTIFIED QUALITY

Sea Ray Boats, 800 S. Gay Street, Suite 1200, Knoxville, TN 37929. Internet address: http://www.searay.com. Note: Not all accessories shown in pictures or described herein are standard equipment or even available as options.
Some features and options may not be available when a boat is built for outside North America and/or has CE Certification. Options and features are subject to change without notice.
Not all model year boats may contain all the features or meet the specifications described herein. Confirm availability of all accessories and equipment with an authorized Sea Ray dealer prior to purchase.

